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Chapter 18, Section 2

Roosevelt in Office
(Pages 555–559)

Setting a Purpose for Reading Think about these questions as you read:
• What various efforts were made to regulate concentrated corporate power?
• What interest did Theodore Roosevelt have in environmental conservation?

As you read pages 555–559 in your textbook, complete the outline below using

the major headings of the section.

1900 1902 1904 19061900 1902 1904 1906

Roosevelt in Office

I. Roosevelt Revives the Presidency

A.__________________________________

B.__________________________________

C.__________________________________

D.__________________________________

II.______________________________________

III.____________________________________

A.__________________________________

B.__________________________________

C.__________________________________

As you read, place the following events on the time line below.

• Roosevelt sets up Bureau of Corporations
• Meat Inspection Act passed
• Roosevelt supports the Newlands Reclamation Act
• Roosevelt becomes president after McKinley’s death
• Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle published
• United Mine Workers go on strike
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Name three reforms that Theodore Roosevelt made as
president. Then write a conclusion about Roosevelt’s role
in progressivism.

Define or describe the following key terms from this lesson.

Use this term, which you studied in an earlier chapter, in a
sentence that reflects the term’s meaning in this lesson.

As you read the lesson, look for the names of three
authors whose work led to the passage of the Meat
Inspection Act and the Pure Food and Drug Act. List their
names and writings below.
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Square Deal

proceeded
(Chapter 9, Section 3)

Conclusion

Social Welfare Action (page 558)
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Have you visited state parks, national forests, or wildlife
reservations? What experiences did you have there that
would not have been possible without the efforts of
Theodore Roosevelt and others to conserve wilderness?
Write your thoughts on the lines below.

Use each of these two terms, which you studied earlier, in
a sentence.

Now that you have read the section, answer these questions
from Setting a Purpose for Reading at the beginning of the
section.

What various efforts were made to regulate concentrated corporate
power?

What interest did Theodore Roosevelt have in environmental 
conservation?
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Conservation (pages 558–559)

exploitation
(Chapter 4, Section 3)

environmental
(Chapter 1, Section 2)


